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Discovery of Influenza A (H7N2) in a Cat After Admission to an Animal Shelter: A Case Report
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Abstract
This case report describes the discovery of a low pathogenic avian lineage influenza A (H7N2) (A/feline/New York/16-040082-1/2016) infecting a cat in a shelter environment. Low pathogenic avian influenza virus H7N2 had previously circulated in poultry and farmed waterfowl and had reportedly been eradicated from live bird markets in 2006. Its appearance in a cat caused concern for the local cat population and had the potential to negatively impact the agricultural industry and human health. The first cat diagnosed presented to the shelter with no apparent clinical signs. Later, conjunctivitis developed and then upper respiratory congestion, which progressed to severe pneumonia that was unresponsive to treatment and characterized by dyspnea, tachypnea, and collapse. A second cat, who had entered the shelter 17 days earlier and had died at an emergency clinic, was later considered to be the index case. The second cat had similarly arrived with no apparent clinical signs, developed respiratory congestion leading to pneumonia with tachypnea and dyspnea, and tested positive for influenza A. Clinical consultation and diagnostic testing through multiple organizations identified the virus as an avian lineage H7N2 influenza virus.
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In December 2016, a cat at a New York City animal shelter tested positive for a low pathogenic avian lineage influenza A H7N2 (A/feline/New York/16-040082-1/2016).1 After arriving in apparently good health, the cat developed severe respiratory illness that led to a rapid decline in clinical condition followed by humane euthanasia. The infection and the virus were identified through a partnership of the shelter veterinary staff, University of Wisconsin Shelter Medicine Program (UW SMP), the Wisconsin Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory (WVDL), the National Veterinary Services Laboratories (NVSL; Ames, IA), and the Southeast Poultry Research Laboratory (SEPRL). Whole genome sequencing was performed to further characterize the virus (A/feline/New York/16-040082-1/2016) as a live bird market (LBM) lineage H7N2, which was very closely related to a subset of LPAI H7N2 viruses primarily found in LBMs. The LBM lineage H7N2 avian influenza A viruses had been considered eradicated since 2006. Following the events highlighted in this case report, over 500 cats in New York shelters were quarantined and provided care in a temporary treatment facility. The full-scale collaborative response and apparent eradication of the virus have been partly described by previous publications.2–9
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Influenza A viruses (*Alphainfluenzavirus*) can infect avian and mammalian species and have caused epizootics and pandemics for centuries. Influenza strains are classified by the surface proteins hemagglutinin (HA) (types 1–18) and neuraminidase (NA) (types 1–11). Further characterization is done by genome sequencing to determine the host species lineage. H7 is one of the avian influenza HA subtypes, along with H5, that can mutate into highly pathogenic avian influenza capable of causing severe disease in birds. The transition from low pathogenicity to high pathogenicity in poultry happens when specific mutations in the cleavage site of the HA protein occur, allowing for systemic spread in certain species of birds. Avian influenza viruses occasionally spill-over to exposed mammals, including humans, with a potential for a range of disease including a high case fatality rate. One variant of H7N9 emerged in China in 2013, initially as a low pathogenic virus that eventually mutated to being highly pathogenic in birds. Both the low and high pathogenic variants could infect people with 616 fatalities in 1,564 diagnosed cases (40% case fatality rate). Infections in poultry farm workers, and one immunocompromised patient without known poultry exposure, have been documented from the same LBM lineage H7N2 lineage that is reported here, so the potential for zoonotic and cross-species transmission associated with the finding of this subtype in a cat was of particular concern.

The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) has conducted surveillance for avian influenza viruses in the LBM system since the 1980s. Between 1994 and 2006, a specific lineage of LPAI H7N2 persisted in LBM systems and caused outbreaks in commercial poultry. The USDA instituted a control program specific to the LBM system, and once measures for eradication were in place, this H7N2 lineage has not been detected in birds since April 2006. Thus, this discovery of a related virus in a cat was a significant finding from an agricultural, public health, and veterinary perspective.

In addition to the backdrop of poultry surveillance for avian influenza viruses, outbreaks of canine influenza virus (CIV) H3N2 first emerged in the United States in the Chicago area in March 2015. Initially, CIV H3N2 spread from the Chicago metropolitan area into neighboring Midwestern states. By November 2016, outbreaks of CIV H3N2 had been reported in many states across the nation. Because of this, vigilance was high for CIV H3N2 in shelters, particularly for dogs, and since CIV H3N2 had previously been reported to infect cats, UWSMP had been screening for feline infection in shelters as well.

The goals of presenting this case study are threefold: (1) to describe the process of discovering a novel influenza virus in a cat, (2) to describe the clinical signs and necropsy findings in the first cat known to be infected with an LBM lineage H7N2 avian influenza A virus (A/feline/New York/16-040082-1/2016), and (3) to connect the experience of this discovery to preventive practices in shelters.

**Case Description**

Animal Care Centers of NYC (NYCACC) is a registered nonprofit organization contracting with the city of New York to provide shelter admission to any animal presented at one of their shelter locations. During 2016, the shelter admitted 28,170 cats and dogs, including 19,241 cats, between their five locations in the boroughs of Brooklyn, Bronx, Manhattan, Staten Island, and Queens. The shelter locations in the Bronx and Queens boroughs were intake-only facilities, and the Brooklyn, Manhattan, and Staten Island facilities were utilized for both intake and housing. While the movement of cats between facilities was not uncommon, the two cats described were both admitted and housed only at the Manhattan shelter. At the time of this case, respiratory disease had been common within the cat population. Treatment and diagnostic testing for respiratory disease in cats was also common, including outside care at referral hospitals when warranted. All housing units were single-compartment and routinely filled with one or more cats. Additional cages were routinely utilized in hallways to house cats. The shelter veterinarian reported the population as over capacity, with 210 cats housed in the Manhattan shelter where these cases were discovered.

Cat A, a 12-year-old female spayed domestic short-hair cat, was admitted to NYCACC on 12th November 2016 (day 0). In her previous household, she had lived with an adult, one child, and two cats. Her owner reported her to be an indoor-only cat who had lived in that household for her lifetime. She was last seen by a veterinarian 2 years prior with no known health issues or injuries.

On physical examination at intake, day 0 (November 12th), cat A had been described as healthy and had received standard preventives, including Feline Viral Rhinotracheitis Calici Virus Panleukopenia (FVRCP) vaccination, indoxacarb for flea control (Activyl®, Merck Animal Health), and pyrantel pamoate as a dewormer (Figure 1). During the following 11 days, Cat A had in-kennel interactions with volunteers and staff, including in-kennel enrichment, a behavioral assessment, and rabies vaccination. She was moved to publicly accessible adoption housing on day 4 (16th November).

Cat A had been examined again by the medical department on day 2 (14th November) for reports of ocular discharge and was noted by the veterinarian to have conjunctivitis with no respiratory component. She was started on Terramycin® (oxytetracycline hydrochloride, Zoetis) OU every 12 h. She later presented to the medical department on day 11 (23rd November) after developing respiratory signs, including congestion with no nasal discharge.
Discovery of influenza A (H7N2) in a cat

Two days later, on the morning of day 13 (25th November), Cat A was found in lateral recumbency open mouth breathing. On examination, she was tachycardic and dyspneic with abdominal effort and harsh lung sounds with wheezing. On a right lateral radiograph, she had an alveolar pattern with air bronchograms. Due to sudden clinical decompensation with suspected pneumonia, her prognosis was considered poor, and euthanasia was recommended and performed on day 13 (25th November).

Due to the unusual severity and rapid progression of Cat A’s pneumonia, swab samples were collected and sent for respiratory pathogen screening. Initial nasal swab samples sent to a commercial laboratory were tested accidentally on a canine respiratory panel. Positive results for H3N2 canine influenza were reported on day 18 (30th November). On day 19 (1st December), UWSMP was consulted because of the H3N2 results. This laboratory finding was unusual in cats and seemed improbable since H3N2 canine influenza was not clinically evident in dogs in the shelter. For these reasons, further diagnostic investigation was pursued.

A swab sample and Cat A’s body were both received by WVDL on day 25 (7th December). Using a multiplexed real-time PCR panel,21 Cat A was screened for influenza A, Chlamydia spp., feline coronavirus, feline calicivirus, feline panleukopenia virus, and Mycoplasma felis on day 25 (7th December). Of the screened pathogens, only influenza A was detected. Necropsy results further supported the diagnosis of influenza. On gross examination, hemorrhage mixed with fluid was noted from the nose and mouth (Figure 2a). The lungs were dark red, soft, and floated in formalin (Figure 2b and 2c). Microscopically, there was evidence of severe and acute bronchial denudation with airway remodeling and associated acute necrohemorrhagic interstitial pneumonia with pulmonary edema. Small, multifocal areas of lymphoid aggregates were present in pharyngeal lamina propria. Mycoplasma spp. was isolated on culture from nasal and lung swabs; no other

and normal bronchovesicular sounds. Doxycycline at 10mg/kg PO every 24 h was prescribed.

Figure 1. Timeline of events leading to the discovery of LBM origin H7N2 in a cat after admission to an animal shelter. The case material presented in this timeline occurred from October 26th to December 16th. **These results were reported but not found until the search for an index case (Cat B). ER: emergency clinic; UWSMP: University of Wisconsin Shelter Medicine Program; WVDL: Wisconsin Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory; NVSL: National Veterinary Services Laboratories; Ames, IA; SEPRL: Southeast Poultry Research Laboratory; WSLH: Wisconsin State Laboratory of Hygiene. Created using Biorender.com.
significant growth occurred on bacterial culture, and fecal floatation yielded no parasite ova or oocysts.

Later, on day 34 (16th December), additional influenza A test results were identified in a kitten (Cat B) from the same shelter location. Cat B had a positive quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR) result for influenza A from the same commercial laboratory (sampled on day 0, 12th November). Influenza A results had been reported post-mortem for Cat B but were not noted until a search for previous cases was underway. No other reports of influenza A-positive feline cases were discovered before Cat B (Figure 1).

Cat B was initially found outside and brought to the shelter from the Bronx on Day 17 (26th October), 16 days before Cat A’s intake. He was described as healthy on intake examination and was vaccinated for FVRCP, dewormed with pyrantel pamoate, and received indoxacarb (Activyl®, Merck Animal Health) for flea control. Cat B received an in-kennel behavioral assessment on day 14 (29th October). He was neutered and adopted on day 12 (31st October).

On day 8 (3rd November), 8 days after his intake and 3 days after his adoption, Cat B was presented to a private veterinarian for an upper respiratory infection and was treated for 3 days; records were unavailable. Because his illness was progressing and not resolving, Cat B was re-admitted to NYACC on day 5 (7th November) to pursue more advanced treatment options. On examination, Cat B was congested with tachypnea and increased respiratory effort with crackles on auscultation. Due to difficulty with handling, a thoracic radiograph was not

Figure 2a-c. Gross images from the necropsy of cat A. a) Hemorrhage mixed with fluid from nose and mouth. b) Multifocal to coalescing dark red lung lobes. c) Lung lobes (in situ) with multifocal to coalescing dark red areas and blood-tinged, watery fluid in the thoracic cavity.
obtained. Cat B was diagnosed with suspected pneumonia and transferred to an emergency veterinary clinic, also on day 5 (7th November), 5 days before Cat A's intake. At the emergency clinic, he received oxygen supplementation and supportive care. Despite treatment, he remained oxygen dependent and was subsequently euthanized due to declining clinical condition on day 0 (12th November). Post-mortem diagnostic testing at the emergency clinic included bacterial culture of lung tissue and RT-qPCR for influenza A from a commercial laboratory. As with cat A, cat B's respiratory panel was inadvertently run as a canine sample. On day 3 (15th November), results from those samples reported bacterial culture was negative for aerobic and anaerobic growth, and the RT-qPCR was positive for influenza A, but no typing was reported.

These results had been reported by the laboratory post-mortem to the referral hospital who forwarded the results by fax to the shelter. Faxed results were initially mixed in a stack of papers and not received by shelter medical staff or added to the patient's record. Results for cat B had not been reported to the New York City Department of Health or USDA at the time.

Later, when requested as part of a search for previous cases, the laboratory noted they were unable to further subtype the virus due to insufficient sample quantity. Cat B's body had been returned to the shelter on day 1 (13th November) and was disposed of before he was identified as a suspect case on day 34 (16th December) (Figure 1).

Review of cat B's history revealed he was found within one city block of an LBM. The LBM was part of the network of markets that undergo routine USDA surveillance for H5 and H7 influenza strains. During June and July 2016, LBMs in NY, NJ, and PA were subject to enhanced surveillance following detection of an unrelated LPAI H5N2 virus. The LPAI H7N2 LBM lineage had not been detected since 2006 even though routine surveillance has continued. Within the NYACC shelter system, all avian species present were isolated and tested, and all had negative results for influenza A.

Following the identification of H7N2 in cats A and B, an intensive investigation continued to identify new cases. A quarantine facility was established to house infected and exposed cats. While the virus caused significant morbidity, mortality was rare. The outbreak was determined to be over, and the H7N2 strain eradicated in March 2017. Some aspects have already been documented in lay and peer-reviewed publications.

### Diagnostic Testing

Following cat A's euthanasia, a nasal swab and a lung sample were sent to WVDL and tested for influenza A, using a matrix-specific assay designed to be broadly reactive for diverse lineages of influenza. Matrix positive samples were further tested by RT-qPCR targeting the NA. The WVDL N RT-qPCR panel (N1 through N9) was designed to detect the N type regardless of species; however, to better detect canine H3N2, the N2 assay was modified to be more specific to the canine lineage. Because clinical information from the shelter population indicated that canine influenza H3N2 was unlikely to be the causative pathogen, the NA was further investigated. Both the general all-species N2 assay and the canine-specific N2 assay were performed. Discordant results revealed minimal reaction for the canine-specific N2 assay, while the all-species N2 assay reacted at a similar level as the matrix target reacted. This supported the clinical impression that the strain was likely not canine influenza H3N2. The NVSL (Ames, IA) was contacted to collaborate because of their ability to rapidly perform whole genome sequencing, and the sample was sent on day 26 (8th December).

On day 27 (9th December), a sample was also sent to Wisconsin State Laboratory of Hygiene (WSLH) to be tested with a Center for Disease Control (CDC) assay specific for human disease lineage. By day 30, the WSLH determined that the sample was positive for influenza A, but a subtype could not be identified. Testing for human seasonal H3, pandemic H1, and influenza A swine markers was all negative.

Also on day 30 (12th December), the gene-specific USDA National Animal Health Laboratory Network (NAHLN) H7 assay revealed that the H type was H7, completing the subtyping as H7N2. On day 32 (14th December), the whole genome sequence results analyzed by the NVSL and SEPRL identified LPAI H7N2 consistent with a lineage that was eradicated from the LBMs in 2006\(^{-20}\); specifically, the sequence was closest to LBM strains from the early 2000s. Once the pathogen was clearly identified as LPAI H7N2, which has the potential to become both a high consequence and zoonotic pathogen, the SEPRL, CDC, and multiple state and local public health agencies began a collaboration with UWSMP and WVDL to determine how to best respond.\(^2^{ -8}\)

Although initially cat A had been reported as CIV H3N2 positive, only the N2 determination had been the result of testing, and the H3 was assumed because of the recent emergence and prevalence of H3N2 in the canine population in the U.S. Analysis of the virus revealed H7N2 supporting initial clinical impressions from the shelter population that H3N2 was unlikely to be present in the shelter.

### Discussion

Focusing on the process of discovery of this novel virus in cats housed in a shelter setting illuminates the importance of having a plan for responding to infectious disease in animal shelters as well as laboratories and private practice. Monitoring frequency and severity of infectious disease, as well as having a system to respond if severe disease...
or a new disease trend presents, is critical. Investigation of etiology is indicated when clinical signs are severe, cases are not responding to treatment as expected, or a zoonotic condition is suspected. An avian influenza virus newly infecting cats in a shelter was a substantial concern because of the potential for widespread dissemination not only in the shelter population but also in the larger metropolitan area. Early recognition and response to unusual disease, along with rapid identification of the agent, helped prevent widespread infection outside the shelter environment. Figure 3 illustrates the key points of a systematic plan that would guide response to any unusual infectious disease event. This figure could be used proactively to develop plans and procedures for infectious disease response (Figure 3).

The absence of unusual disease in dogs was equally critical information in identifying the etiology of disease in this outbreak. When CIV H3N2 infects dogs in a shelter, illness typically spreads in a matter of days. The population of dogs who are sick will balloon in a dramatic and often unmistakable way. This wave-like infection of dogs with respiratory disease was not occurring at the time of cat A's illness. The diagnosis of H3N2 in a cat coupled with this lack of clinical disease in the dogs in the shelter prompted UWSMP to rapidly seek further testing and subtyping of samples from cat A to determine if a novel influenza virus might be present (Figure 3).

Finding previous cases provided context for the time-frame of the outbreak and where transmission may have occurred. An effort was made to identify previous cases by reviewing records of previously sick cats and historical results of respiratory testing. Shelter-acquired infection was a concern because of cat A's history and her duration of stay in the shelter before clinical presentation of severe respiratory disease. While identifying cat B as the earliest recognized case did provide a longer, more complete retrospective contact tracing time frame, cat A and cat B did not overlap in the shelter, suggesting infection was likely not transmitted directly between these two cats.

Investigation of the virus would have begun even 15 days earlier if cat B's results had been noted at the time results were first sent out. While procedures were in place for submitting diagnostic testing from animals with unusual or severe disease, practices for receiving and

---

**Figure 3.** Clinical infectious disease management flow chart. Panel A depicts red flag situations that should raise suspicion for infectious disease. Even if only seen in one animal, these red flag situations may pose increased risk of morbidity and mortality in a shelter population. Panel B depicts situations that should be considered in response to the red flags in panel A. Panel C describes scenarios where outside consultation with shelter medicine experts is advisable. Created using Biorender.com.
reviewing test results allowed for a lapse in recognition and delays in required reporting. Requirements from the New York City Department of Health in 2016 included reporting any unusual disease in an animal within 24 h and immediate reporting for novel influenza. 26 Reporting requirements have not changed substantially since 2016. 27 Multiple professional entities are listed as possible reporters (e.g., veterinarians, animal hospitals, animal shelters, and veterinary diagnostic laboratories), which may have left a lack of clarity for who was ultimately responsible.

The identification of influenza is based on the detection of the readily conserved influenza A matrix gene (M). 28 Once influenza A is detected, then subtyping is performed to determine HA and NA subtypes. Sequence analysis provides the species lineage. When cat A’s sample was tested, an important point of confusion at the subtyping step occurred because the cat’s sample was initially processed as canine. In November 2016, the commercial laboratory’s canine respiratory panel included testing for H1N1, H3N2, and H3N8. When the N2 determination was made, the H3 was assumed since H3N2 was known to be in circulation. In this case, when more complete typing was done, the virus was determined to be H7N2 and closely related to the avian lineage H7N2 from the LBM, dramatically changing the response. 1

 Necropsy and histology results from cat A supported that clinical signs were related to infection with an influenza virus. Hemorrhage and edema with denuding of respiratory epithelium have been characteristic findings of canine influenza A infection in companion animals. Mycoplasma may have played a secondary role in increasing the severity of cat A’s pneumonia and clinical decline. 29,30

Correct determination of etiology had profound implications because the continued circulation of an LPAI H7N2 that infects cats could have had a dramatic effect on feline health and welfare, with possible repercussions for public health and animal agriculture. If this LPAI H7N2 had become a new circulating virus of cats in the United States, the population of cats and in-contact humans or other animals might have provided opportunities for exposure, mutation, and re-assortment of the virus. 31 Identification of the virus, which had been thought to be eradicated, raised concerns, especially that H7N2 might make its way back into poultry populations in the United States. Through mutation and re-assortment, influenza A viruses have demonstrated the ability to cross the species barrier and to establish continuous infections in new hosts. 31 Cats have exposure to people and other animals both in shelters and in the community, providing opportunities for cross-species transmission events to occur. 32,33

Conclusions

Identification of this novel influenza virus in cats was facilitated by clinical vigilance, initiated by clinical interpretation of diagnostics, and clarified by the use of a combination of a broadly reactive matrix assay followed by a broadly reactive NA typing assay. Confirmation was accomplished through full genome sequencing. Identification was delayed by errors in species identification (cat vs dog) in two separate submissions, initial incomplete identification of the virus (cat B), assumptions about the HA component of the virus (cat A), and poor communication and processing of incoming lab results.

This case highlights several points in response planning for influenza and other infectious agents. Very specific tests may miss novel agents or known viruses when mutations have occurred. Typing influenza-positive samples and characterizing virus is a common practice in the agricultural sector. Even within an established outbreak in companion animals, it is prudent to type and characterize the first influenza-positive sample for each new emergence or new species affected. In addition, diagnostic testing is best used in conjunction with clinical interpretation to arrive at a diagnosis. Systems for receiving and reviewing results are crucial, and follow-up to check for results should be integral to the submission process.

Multiple organizations and agencies collaborated closely to rapidly identify and confirm the etiology of disease. The possibility of widespread infection in cats created concerns ranging from impacts on feline health and welfare to potential zoonotic transmission and grave agricultural consequences.
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